satisfy the Hfilder condition, and G is the constant matrix
The only solution of the problem (1), vanishing at infinity is the column
where (5) <f = denotes the distance between the points P and Q, N(a,|3,y) -the unit vector of the normal to the surface S at the point Q, oriented externally with respect to the domain D + .
The 
where E is the ujiit matrix, satisfies for each P Q e S the boundary condition X + (P Q ) = GX"(P o )
In this paper we present a solution of the nonlinear Hilbert boundary problem for a finite number of closed Lyapunov surfaces in the space E^. Using the Schauder fixed point theorem and the theorem proved by W.Zakowski in [2], we prove that there exists at least one solution of this problem in the class of functions satisfying Holder condition.
Let H(K,h) denote the set of all columns (2) with the elements defined on the surface S and satisfying on it the inequalities |q 1 (P)|<K t |q i (P <l )-q i (P 2 )|<K|P 1 -P 2 | ll f 0<h<1, i=1,2,3,4.
, then the singular integral in the sense of Cauchy principal value
is of, the class H(C-K,h), where C is a positive constant,independent of the column q(Q). This theorem is analogous to the Privalov theorem, known from the theory of cnedimensional singular integral in the sense of Cauchy principal value.
LINEAR HILBERT BOUNDARY PROBLM FOR A FINITE NUMBER OF CLOSED LYAPUNOV SURFACES IN THE SPACE E, P
Consider the case when the set S consists of a finite number of closed., arbitrarily situated Lyapunov surfaces S Q , S^,...having no common points. We define the positive side and the • negative side of each surface S^, independently of the orientation of the rest of the surfaces. Each surface-S^ , k = 0,1,...,p-1, divides the space E^ into a domain (lying at its positive side) and a domain D^. By D Q ,Dyj,...
we denote the domains bounded by the surfaces S 0 ,S 1 ,...,S p _ 1 respectively, and by which, is a product of matrices having the form (3) is also a matrix of the form (3).
In fact, since 
THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM
The problem is to find a column 4(5), holomorphic in each of the domains D^.D^ and vanishing at infinity, with boundary values ^(^Q) and $~(P0), corresponding to the sides of each of the surfaces S^ , satisfying for each
We make the following assumptions: 1° The set S is composed of a finite number of closed, arbitrarily situated Lyapunov surfaces S0,S^,...,S ^, having no common points.
2° The matrix G consisting of constant elements, is of the form (3).
3° The elements F. [PQ.u^,...,ug] , i = 1,2,3,4, of the column F^JU/J ,... ,Ug] are defined in the domain PQ £ S, ¡Uyl-^R^, V = 1,2,...,8 , and satisfy the conditions
and
where E^ are positive constants.
4°
The elements g^^o) of the column g(P 0 )» defined on the set S, satisfy for i = 1,2,3,4, the Holder condition
where K^ is a positive constant.
From the theory of linear Hilbert boundary problem in the space E^ we infer, that if there exists a solution of the problem (12) then it is of the form
where »i< P o) = *3(P 0 ). 3 = 1,2,3,4.
3=5,6,7,8.
Taking into account the formula (16) ana assuming that the point P tends to any point P Q e S, we have, by virtue of the Plemelj formulae, the system of eight singular integral equations, which can be written in the matrix form as follows 
=2.
Considering the functions «p^ (P Q ),... ,ipg(P 0 ) as unknown in the domain P q € S we shall examine the conditions of the existence of a solution of the system (18) The norm of the point U and the distance between the two points U and V are defined by the formulae llu » s ,5S. (27) d(U.V) = max sup-| u^P^-vJPj | ,
Obviously A is a Banach space.
Let E be a set in the space A , formed of all the points
where R^ is a positive constant appearing in the assumption 3°. The set E is closed and convex. In view of the form of the system of equations (18), we transform the set E by means of relations defined for points of the set E
The transformation (30) assigns to each point of the set E a certain point [i)^,..., i|>g] of the space , A . Now we shall show that the coefficient R may be chosen in such a. way, that the operation (30) will transform the set E into itself. Now we need some estimates for our further reasoning. By virtue of (21) 
where I j + a" = max x>. , 1 1 Next, in view of (24) and the assumption 4° we obtain the estimates |g : }(P 0 )|<d 1 ia gl v=1,2; 0=1,2,3,4.
|g5(P 1 )-^(P 2 )|^d 1 K g p 5 |P 1 -P 2 | il , v =1,2; 0=1,2,3,4,
where
In view of ( 2 3 ) and the assumption 4° we get S 3 (Q)|<4a imgf ¿5=1,2,3,4 
By virtue of (35). (39). and the theorem, quoted in the introduction, we obtain the following inequalities By making use of the estimates (32), (36), (44), and (45) we have
where A 1 = 128a 1 a 2 b 0 , A 2 = 128a 1 a 2 (p-|)+8d 1 , Aj = d 1 +16a 1 a 2 (p-J), A^ = 16a^a 2 p^b Q , A 5 = ky A 6 = 16a 1 a 2 p 1 .
Next, by virtue of (33), (37), (46), and (47) Basing on (48) and (49) Consider the difference
Note that the elements of the columns F and P satisfy -"by virtue of (13), (21), and (22) -the following inequali-
ot -1
In order to obtain the estimates of the integrals appearing in the equality (53) we consider a Lyapunov neighbourhood of the point PQ£ S with the radius r. We denote by 6 the part of the surface included within the sphere of the radius r.
We denote the first and the second integrals appea- 
We fix the radius of the sphere common for all the points P Q e S and then we rewrite the examined integrals corresponding to the surface S-6 in the form Since the functions ^(P,-,)» 00 = 1,2,...,8, satisfy the conditions (29), they are equicontinuou.<= and uniformly bounded. Thus, by virtue of Arzela's theorem, the set E' transformed from the set E, is compact. Thus all the assumptions of Schauder's theorem are satisfied. By virtue of this theorem the system of integral equations (18) 
